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What is philology?
Itaque ubi, quae et qualis 
philologia meo iudicio sit, 
quaeritis, simplicissima ratione 
respondeo, si non latiore, quae in 
ipso vocabulo inest, potestate 
accipitur, sed ut solet ad antiquas 
litteras refertur, universae 
antiquitatis cognitionem 
historicam et philosophicam. Augustus Boeck, “Oratio nataliciis Friderici 

Guilelmi III.” (1822)
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around us.  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• Philology is relentlessly data driven with every statement 
backed directly with the primary evidence upon which that 
statement is based 
• Mechanisms of precise citation are essential and can reference 

any word, symbol or element in any surviving text bearing object.



Friedrich Wolf, Die Darstellung von 
Althertumswissenschaft (July 1807)



1807: Napoleon, Friedrich Wolf



Three prospective changes to philology

1. The reinvention of philological methods in 
light of what is possible in a digital space 

2. Reintegration of secular and sacred texts 
3. The extension of Classics beyond Greek 

and Latin





Latin
• Openly licensed versions of almost all Latin through c. 600 

CE are available (including 22 million words of the Patrologia 
Latina from Leipzig — and not including the reuse of the 
proprietary PL)


• Work needs to be done to aggregate, normalize markup and 
add CTS data, etc.


• The vast body of Latin post-600 CE is the most important 
and under-appreciated corpus in the European culture and 
perhaps in the world as a whole — this will only be available 
via Optical Character Recognition with a handful of manually 
corrected texts: hybrid ML and human annotation.







Greek through 1453

• c. 100 million words survive with c. 30 million words in 
openly licensed TEI XML with CTS identifiers


• On-going upgrading of older texts and in at least one 
case (Euripides) replacing Perseus digital version for 
licensing reasons


• But 30% includes the vast majority of sources that 
have drawn attention from Classicists



What’s next for OGL

• Shift away from large-scale conversion of editions into 
CTS-compliant TEI XML to a bar-belled approach


• Breadth: Producing and analyzing Greek textual data at 
scale


• Depth: Exploring ever richer forms of machine-
actionable annotation and emergent hybrid brain/AI 
forms of reading and intellectual life



Go big and broad

• Optimizing optical character recognition for Greek


• Align and analyze as many print editions as possible


• Include the textual notes


• Detect and analyze quotations of Greek sources



Big Textual Data















The Political World c. 200 CE

https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/files/2013/08/
n3LCXYT.jpg







there is scarce a country in Asia or Africa, 
from the source of the Nile to the wall of 
China, in which a man who understands 
Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, may not 
travel with satisfaction, or transact the 
most important affairs with advantage and 
security.  

-- Sir William Jones, Persian 
Grammar (1771)





The big problem is not dealing with 1 billion words of 
English language newspapers but with 1,000,000 
words of poetry in 100 languages 

Networks of deep annotation — machine actionable 
representations of fine-grained judgments about a 
source — are an essential component to any 
response to this problem.





Open Greek and Latin

[Tufts] Digital Classics Club









Citizen scholarship vs crowdsourcing



Venetus A manuscript of the Homeric 
Iliad
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What could we do to augment such work 
…?



Other epics …



 
Bahram Gur and 
Courtiers 
Entertained 
by Barbad the 
Musician, Page 
from a 
Manuscript of 
the Shahnama of
 Ferdowsi. Brookl
yn Museum



Things to do

• Manageable projects that push our capabilities and 
create new ties 
• E.g., a smart edition of the Acts of Thomas including 

Greek, Latin, Syriac, and other language versions 
• Exploration of large scale analysis empowered by 

machine learning 
• E.g., translation alignment and semantic analysis 

• Articulating the compelling need to transform project-
based solution into generalized, long-term infrastructure 
• E.g., comparing ETCBC and other Biblical work with 

work in classics and with increasing access to text+ 
sources…



A film by a major director in a major language















A music video in Latgallian from c. 2008 — how do we analyse this?



We see now the initial emergence 
of “smart texts”, which can enable 
many voices to contribute and to 

lead audiences from casual 
engagement to a life-time of study.




